DATA SHEET
Wi-Fi Networking
Once you've got great
connectivity into your
building (that's
something we can help
with if you haven't!) the next step is
to ensure that you, your team and
your visitors can connect simply,
reliably and securely, wherever they
happen to be on site.

Wi-Fi Networking at a glance
✓

✓

Indoor and outdoor coverage: Robust,
industrial design ensures a seamless
connectivity bubble for your organisation.

✓

Simple to manage: Software-based central
control makes it easy to manage all
aspects of your Wi-Fi environment from
any device — be that desktop, tablet or

Mbps out of your Internet connectivity investment. We'll

smartphone.

help you to create a robust Wi-Fi environment that
around your organisation.

way of distributing Internet connectivity
right across your site...

Our enterprise-standard Wi-Fi range squeezes every last

allows fluid movement of people, devices and data

Quick and scalable: The fastest, fuss-free

✓

Secure and highly customisable: Set access
privileges and policies for different user
groups and create guest portals for
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visitors to your location.

✓

Enterprise-level spec and performance: The
solution for today’s bandwidth-intensive
applications and the day-to-day reality

SEAMLESS.

of cloud, data-transfer, Internet
telephony and HD video.

Simple, intelligent management
and unlimited scalability — site
-wide Wi-Fi coverage that's
reliable and secure too.

Get connected. Stay connected.
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CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
Andy made the whole experience straightforward and simple. I explained what I wanted
to achieve — Andy made it happen. We now have exactly what we wanted: a reliable
Internet connection to our remote office. Thank you!

Cathie Stone, Brookdale Clinic

Typical project schedule
Week 1: Requirements capture
What's the size of the area you want to cover? Do
you want to extend coverage to outdoor zones? Are
there any isolated corners of your site that you need
to pull into the network?
Following our initial discussions with you, we'll put
together a basic proposal to give you an idea of the
costs involved.

Week 2: On-site survey
With your go-ahead, we'll come and visit your
site to establish the finer, final details. We'll look
at how many access points you'll need and
exactly where they'll need to be installed to
ensure that we're able to deliver the seamless
Wi-Fi coverage that you need.

Week 3: Installation, testing and handover
We'll come and do the installation for you, before
training your team to use the central management
software so that you can view statistics, set up user
groups with specific privileges and analyse your
Wi-Fi environment with ease.
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Central, browser-based software makes
managing your Wi-Fi environment easy
from any device.

